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Abstract. This study aims to find out the academic and scientific leadership performances based on an internal quality assurance system at the Christian University of Indonesia. This study used qualitative and quantitative approaches. The data were obtained through interview results, internal quality audit results, and quality documents. The data analysis is done by organizing, synthesizing, and making conclusions. The findings are as follows: leadership in colleges can be divided into two parts academic leadership and scientific leadership. Being academic leaders is contested compared to being scientific leaders. Academic leaders are contested with some reasons, such as having power, being respected, getting substantial benefits, and obtaining some facilities. Becoming academic leaders are less desired because of having big responsibilities which are not balanced with the benefits received, less understanding of the internal quality assurance system, and the demands to prepare the study program accreditation process with some more administrative works.
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Introduction

Leading colleges requires particular expertise and knowledge because colleges are a unique entity. Higher education (HE) is a knowledge and expertise development entity, whose purpose is to create a knowledgeable and skilled community. The quality of HE highly depends on leadership [1; 2]. There are two kinds of leaderships in HE, namely academic leadership and scientific leadership [3; 4]. Some universities are organized by the government, hereinafter referred to as state college while managed by the public are called private college. The manager of tertiary college strives to continuously improve quality to be able to contribute to increasing the nation's competitiveness. HE managers are expected to apply governance according to the principles of good university governance. The reality “of higher education governance in Indonesia is not in line with expectations” as indicated by the implementation of the (IQA-system), higher education accreditation and study program accreditation.

Based on the IQA system mapping in 2018, there were 2,756 (59.13%) participating tertiary institutions filling out the mapping of 4,676 private colleges, which result revealed 37.68% of participants had not implemented IQA system (Directorate of Quality Assurance, 27 May 2019). Higher education institutions in Indonesia were 4,486, of which 1,159 (25.8%) tertiary institutions were accredited and 3,327 (74.2%) tertiary institutions were not accredited. There are 25,060 study programs of which 81.3% was accredited, and 18.7% are not. The ranking of HE and study program accreditations is shown in table 1 (Data of National Accreditation Board, May 29, 2017).

Table 1. Accreditation of Higher Education and Accreditation of Study Program (May 2017)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accreditation</th>
<th>Very Good (A)</th>
<th>Good (B)</th>
<th>Enough (C)</th>
<th>Accredited</th>
<th>Not Accredited</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Higher Education</td>
<td>51 (4.5%)</td>
<td>359 (30%)</td>
<td>749 (65.5%)</td>
<td>1,159 (25.8%)</td>
<td>3,327 (74.2%)</td>
<td>4,486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study Program</td>
<td>2,554 (12.5%)</td>
<td>10,071 (49.4)</td>
<td>7,757 (38.1%)</td>
<td>20,382 (81.3%)</td>
<td>4,678 (18.7%)</td>
<td>25,060</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The quality assurance requires basic principles of meticulous and critical quality [5;6]. IQA must be based on academic achievement standards and be properly formulated following higher education standards and abilities. The quality of HE and the quality of study programs is still low. This condition is necessary and interesting to study that requires a study based on the study of literature, the primary and the secondary data and supporting documents. This study was conducted to explain how academic leadership and scientific leadership improves the higher education quality. This study was done at Universitas Kristen Indonesia.

Methods

This case study was conducted at Universitas Kristen Indonesia (UKI). UKI was chosen since it has 33 study programs. The university is well accredited, and all study programs are accredited. The method used in this study was a qualitative approach. Data were obtained through in-depth interviews, 2018 internal quality audit documents, and IQA system documents. In-depth interviews were conducted with academic leaders, scientific leaders and lecturers. Academic leaders are the rector, vice-rector, deans, vice-deans, director of graduate programs, and vice-director of graduate programs. The scientific leader is the chair of the study program and the head of the department. IQA system documents consist of IQA policies, Manuals, Standards, and Standard Operational Procedures (SOP) related to governance standards. Data analysis is done by organizing, synthesizing, and making conclusions.
Results and Discussion

IQA System

The portrait of higher education quality in Indonesia still shows a significant disparity in quality, as shown in table 1. In responding to the portrait, a systematic, structured, and effective strategy is needed to continuously improve the quality of HE [7; 8]. The big challenge faced is raising awareness about quality culture for each tertiary institution. The strategy that can be done is with an external approach and an internal approach to tertiary institutions in managing tertiary education where education, research, and community services are like the core business [9; 10].

The external approach is carried out with a strategy of making HE regulations as a legal basis for university managers. On the order side, the internal approach is carried out by increasing awareness of building a quality culture in higher education institutions by implementing an IQA system [11; 12; 13]. The government takes the external approach through the issuance of “Law No. 20 of 2003 concerning the National Education System”. This regulation was later strengthened by “Law No. 12 of 2012 concerning Higher Education”. The organization and management of tertiary institutions are regulated in “Government Regulation No. 4 of 2014”, and sharpened through “Regulation of the Minister of Research, Technology and Higher Education of the Republic of Indonesia Number 44 of 2015 concerning National Standards of Higher Education, Regulation of the Minister of Research, Technology and Higher Education of the Republic of Indonesia Number 62 of 2016 concerning “Higher Education Quality Assurance System of Higher Education” (QA-HE), and three years later, by Regulation of the Minister of Research, Technology and Higher Education Number 50 of 2018 concerning changes in standards national higher education. QA-HE consists of IQA and external quality assurance (EQA) system. IQA system was developed by tertiary institutions by setting higher education standards based on the standard of higher education nationally and even exceeding the standard of higher education nationally [14; 15].

Minister of Technology and Higher Education study Regulation number 44 of 2015 concerning “the national standard of higher education contains twenty-four national standards of higher education namely: (1) standard of graduate competence; (2) standard of learning content; (3) standard of learning process; (4) standard of learning assessment; (5) standard of lecturer and educational staff; (6) standard of learning facilities and infrastructure; (7) standard of learning management; (8) standard of learning funding; (9) standards of research result; (10) standard of research content; (11) standard of research process, (12) standard of research evaluation, (13) standard of researcher; (14) standard of research facilities and infrastructure; (15) standard of research management; (16) Standard of research funding; (17) standard of community service; (18) standards of community service content; (19) standard of community service process; (20) standard of community service evaluation; (21) standard of community service subject; (22) standard of community service facilities and infrastructure; (23) standard of community service management; and (24) standard of community service funding”. Each tertiary institution is required to implement 24 national higher education standards and even facilities and infrastructure following the existence of each tertiary institution hereinafter referred to as the IQA system. To implement higher education quality standards, leaders who understand about IQA system are needed, both academic leaders and scientific leaders [14; 15].

The findings are based on in-depth interviews with academic leaders and are supported by IQA system data obtained from the IQA UKI Agency through quality documents that since 2015 UKI has implemented the IQA system. The IQA document has been established, namely the IQA policy, Manual, namely the establishment, implementation of standards, evaluation of implementation, control and improvement of standards, 31 Standards, and SOPs related to the standard implementation [6; 16; 17]. All standards are implemented in the academic and non-academic fields. “No distinction between the management of academic units and non-academic units. That recognizes the underlying reasons for the prolonged and continuing interest in 'management fads' and, faced with reality; he offers a set of suggestions on how institutions can 'manage' management fads” [18; 19; 20]. Implementation of standards is gradually monitored at the level of study programs, faculties, and universities.

EQA or accreditation is developed by the National Accreditation Board and independent study program accreditation. UKI, after implementing the IQA system of study programs, in general, is improved. Based on the interviews with the head of the study program, it was found that all permanent lecturers of study programs received additional tasks as academic leaders so that the main tasks of core business were not optimal. The accreditation of study programs and the tertiary institution have not yet become an awareness of the tertiary institution. This condition cannot be tolerated. There must be a new strategy; specifically, the university must implement the IQA system. It means that private college must make IQA system policies, manuals, standards, and forms. The next step for HE to implement IQA system with IQA system management is “setting standards, implementing standards, evaluating standards, controlling standards, raising standards”[21; 22]. The standards set must be implemented consistently and continuously. During the implementation process, it is monitored gradually so that any implementation of standards that have not been achieved can be improved. If the standard is implemented within a period, it must be audited, which aims to provide quality improvement space. If the implementation has not been met, corrective action will be taken, and if the implementation of the standard meets the standard, the standard will be improved. If there is a deviant implementation, it must be fixed [23; 24]. EQA system management is evaluating the implementation of standards, controlling, and improving standards. So it can be concluded that
College must strengthen the IQA system [25; 26]. If the IQA system is strong, the excellent accreditation of study programs and the university will be obtained.

![Diagram showing the management of IQA and EQA](image)

**Figure 1a: Management of IQA  Figure 1b: Management of EQA**

Implementation of the IQA system has succeeded in increasing the accreditation of study programs. IQA system has begun to be cultivated. Academic and scientific leaders have begun to realize that the IQA system and accreditation are not only regulatory mandates but must become cultural [27]. The results of the implementation of the IQA system can improve accreditation can be seen in Figure 2.

![Graph showing production accreditation status](image)

**Figure 2. Increased Accreditation for the successful implementation of the IQA system**

HE leaders must understand the IQA system and become a role model for their subordinates. Besides, it must be strengthened by an IQA agency that can make an annual program, have sufficient budget and have resources that commit to continuous quality improvement [28].

**Academic and Scientific Leaderships in the Context of IQA System**

HE is a scientific college and campus is a scientific community. The logical consistency of the position of college, both as scientific parties, refers to the responsibilities and obligations to carry out roles, functions to achieve educational goals, which in turn require human elements, methods, and materials, which are jointly interrelated and support each other in the framework of implementing an effective educational process. Law number 12 of 2012, article 7 states that “higher education aims to: (a) develop the potential of students to become human beings who believe and fear God almighty and have noble, healthy, knowledgeable, capable, creative, independent, skilled, competent, and cultured for the benefit of the nation; (b) produce graduates who master the branches of science and/or technology to meet national interests and increase national competitiveness; (c) produce science and technology through a study that pays attention to and applies the value of the Humanities to benefit the progress of the nation, as well as the progress of civilization and the well-being of humanity; and (d) the realization of community service based on reasoning and study work that is useful in advancing public welfare and intellectual life of the nation”. Implementation of higher education can act as a driving force as well as a moral force of the community. To achieve these objectives, academic and scientific leaderships based on IQA system are needed. The implementation of the IQA system in education, research, and community service is carried out by lecturers as academic capitalism [29;30;31]. These lecturers are called leaders of scientists. The results of learning can be measured from the learning outcomes of the graduates, including values owned by the graduates through attitudes and behaviours, knowledge,
Academic and scientific leadership are needed to achieve the vision of higher education. Experts debate the difference between leadership and management. That leadership seeks to make changes in organizations by (a) developing future visions and strategies to make the changes needed, (b) communicating and explaining visions, and (c) motivating and inspiring others to achieve that vision. Whereas management seeks to make estimations and rules by (a) setting operational targets, making action plans based on a schedule, and allocating resources, and (b) organizing and assigning people to various jobs, (c) monitoring results and solving problems [41]. Leadership and management both involve decisions about what to do, create a network of relationships to do it and try to ensure that happens. But both processes have conflicting elements. Strong leadership can disrupt rules or efficiency, while strong leadership can also hinder risk-taking and innovation [42]. “Three prominent issues in higher education, namely organization, personnel and management”. These three issues must be managed...
by the academic leaders. Accordingly, there are certain strategies for tertiary education in managing the institution including increasing educational contributions, seeking resources by developing entrepreneurship, raising philanthropic, cultural awareness, using technology in carrying out tasks, implementing strategic management, new decision-making mechanisms, and administrating professionals.

A leader can read the situation he is facing correctly and adjust his leadership style to suit the demands of the situation he is facing, even though the adjustment is only temporary. “Leadership is a universal phenomenon that is very important in educational organizations. That is because in the process of interaction to achieve goals, people within need someone who can coordinate, direct, and facilitate these people to achieve their goals, both individual goals and organizational goals” [43,44]. Based on some experts’ opinions, the author synthesizes academic leaders are leaders who can develop a vision of the future and strategies to make the changes needed, communicate and explain the vision, and motivate and inspire others to achieve that vision with management principles [45]. The leader can function as a leader and at the same time as a manager. “In carrying out leadership tasks, strategic planning and implementation will be effective if the leader (1) understands the context; (2) understands the people involved, including yourself; (3) supports the process; (4) awards the process, (5) facilitates the process; (6) supports joint leadership; (7) uses dialogue and discussion to create a useful process, clarifies the mandate; (8) voices missions; (9) recognizes strategic problems, develops effective strategies, (10) develops a vision of success, (11) makes and implements decision making policies, (12) emphasizes norms, handles disputes, and deals with conflicts that arise, and (13) puts all the elements together”. Academic leadership based on its position is expected to be able to plan, organize, control and direct the citizens of the tertiary institutions to be able to work according to standards or exceed the actions ordered by formal authorities.

Leaders are expected to make consistent choices and maximize value with certain constraints. In some cases when making decisions, assumptions are used: (a) be rational, objective and logical, (b) define the problem carefully and identify all possible alternatives, (c) have clear and specific targets, and (d) choose alternatives that maximize results for the benefits of the organization rather than the interests of certain individuals or groups. The ability to plan, coordinate, control and direct college citizens to organizational policies have become important. First, the extent to which the ability to involve and provide understanding to all HE stakeholders on the policies that have been determined; second, to what extent leaders involve stakeholders in decision making through participatory methods; and third to what extent the program designed and determined is quite effective in answering existing problems; and fourth, the extent to which the optimization of the use of resources to carry out the stages in the implementation of an institutional policy.

Scientific leaders are the leaders in the field of science such as heads of study programs, heads of laboratories, and lecturers. Scientific leaders have the following characteristics: (1) having a vision, high dedication and passion for the development of their knowledge; (2) leading researchers/scientists in universities/faculties/study programs; (3) valued by its peers at the faculty/university, national and international levels, for example, invited to national/international seminars as speakers; (4) having an influence on the development of knowledge so that it has followers in the academic world; (5) having systematic regeneration to develop knowledge through mentoring and nurturing assistants and a new generation of scientists; (6) disseminating study results and knowledge through journals, proceedings, books, or other media; (7) having networking capabilities; (8) having no ambition to become a academic leader outside the field of science; (9) having income outside the salary derived from expertise; (10) complying with tertiary regulations (http://pendukasikedempuan.net/index.php/2-uncategorised/666-kepemership-scientific-and-challenges, downloaded April 2, 2015). So there is a mutualistic symbiotic relationship between academic leaders and scientific leaders.

Conclusion

In private colleges, there are two leaderships, namely academic leadership and scientific leadership. Academic leadership is also called academic leadership. Academic leadership is interesting and even contested. Academic leadership positions become contested because having power is respected, gets relatively high allowances, and gets facilities. While scientific leaders are less desirable because of having big responsibilities, which is not balanced with the benefits received. Scientific leaders are required to understand and must implement the IQA system. IQA system is still relatively new that, the scientific leaders feel a lack of understanding of the IQA system. The researcher suggests that IQA system as a regulatory mandate so that universities must implement it and make it become a culture in tertiary education for accreditation of the study programs and the universities.
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